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esperanto and hebrew

you can do this also when you’re at work’. In
sentences of this type the main message is contained in the predicate clause, while the subject
clause has the discourse function of a kind of
introduction (a discourse strategy that serves to
prepare the addressee for the content he is about
to be given, to gain time in order to think, and
so on, Yatziv-Malibert 2008; 2009).
c. In the following sentences one of the
constituents is a reduced clause and the other
is a content noun, a verbal noun, or a reduced
clause: להזמין אנשים לארוחת ערב זה להוציא
 הרבה כסףlehazmin ±anašim la-±aru≤at ≠erev ze
lehoßi harbe kesef ‘inviting people for dinner
means spending a lot of money’, להרוג אדם
 שלא מתוך הגנה עצמית זהו מעשה רצחlaharog
±adam še-lo mi-tox hagana ≠aßmit ze hu ma≠a«e
reßa≤ ‘killing a man for anything other than
self-defense is murder’. In this type of equative sentence the components of the equation
have content that does not directly indicate the
agent. As a result, such sentences possess an
indeterminate tone, as if expressing a general
truth. They are used when the speaker wants
to describe one event by means of another.
The equative structure highlights the similarity
between the two events.
In sentences such as להכיר אותו זו משאת נפשי
 מזה זמן רבlehakir ±oto zo ma«±at nafši mi-ze
zman rav ‘to make his acquaintance has been
a desire of mine for a long time’ the speaker
expresses a personal attitude towards the event
described in the reduced clause in subject position. The sufﬁxed pronoun attached to the
abstract noun phrase  משאת נפשma«±at nefeš
‘desire’ turns the statement from a general to a
more personal utterance.
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Esperanto and Hebrew
Of all the so-called ‘international planned languages’, Esperanto is the only one that functions socially as a neutral second language by
speakers of various native languages around
the world. It was created by L. L. Zamenhof
in 1887. Although Hebrew was one of the
languages he knew, and although he translated
the whole Hebrew Bible into Esperanto, words
of Hebrew origin in Esperanto are rather few
in number; they are limited almost exclusively
to nouns, Biblical Hebrew personal names, and
place names. Duc Goninaz (2005), the most
comprehensive dictionary of Esperanto, lists a
very small number of nouns of Hebrew origin
related to the Hebrew Bible, Judaism, and modern Israel, as well as Biblical Hebrew personal
and place names that were incorporated into
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ethiopian semitic, hebrew loanwords in

Esperanto directly from their graphic etymons
in Hebrew or indirectly from their graphic and/
or phonetic etymons in European languages
that Zamenhof knew, especially German and
Polish.
Esperanto uses the following characters (their
phonetic values are in square brackets when
they are different from those of the InternaÅ
tional Phonetic Alphabet): A a, B b, C cÅ [ts], ΩC c
Å
[t∑], D d, E e, F f, G g, ΩG g [œ], H h, ΩH h [x], I i,
J j, æJ æj [À], K k, L l, M m, N n, O o, P p, R r, S s,
ºS §s [∑], T t, U u, ÚU Ûu [w], V v, Z z. Accent always
falls on the penultimate syllable. Nouns always
take the word-ﬁnal vowel -o; some personal
names also take the nominal ending -o, but
others are not fully ‘naturalized’ and remain
without this ending. When words of Hebrew
origin are incorporated into Esperanto, the
Hebrew consonantal characters are rendered
with the following graphemes in Esperanto
(gemination of dagesh is not represented):  א(none),  בּ- b,  בֿ- b,  גּ- g,  ֿג- g,  דּ- d,  ֿד- d,  ה- h,
 ו- v,  ז- z,  ח- ºh,  ט- t,  י- j,  כּ- k,  כֿ- ºh,  ל- l,
 מ- m,  נ- n,  ס- s,  ע- (none),  פּ- p,  פֿ- f,  צ- c,
 ק- k,  ר- r,  שׁ- ∞s,  שׂ- s,  תּ- t,  ֿת- t. Vowels are
rendered according to the traditional Sephardic
pronunciation.
Nouns of Hebrew origin in Esperanto include
the following (when the original nouns end
in the vowel a, it can be either dropped or
retained, but in either case the nominal ending
-o is added): bar-micvo ‘bar mitzvah’, gofero
‘gopher (wood)’, hagado ‘Haggadah’, ºhasido
‘hasid’, ºhedero ‘heder’, kabalo ‘Kabbalah’,
kerubo ‘cherub’, kibuco ‘kibbutz’, koheno
‘cohen’, maco ‘matzo’, manao ‘manna’, masoro
‘Masorah’, midra§so ‘Midrash’, Purimo ‘Purim’,
§sabato ‘Sabbath’ (cf. sabato ‘Saturday’), §siboleto
‘shibboleth’, Talmudo ‘Talmud’, tohuvabohuo
‘tohubohu’, Torao ‘Torah’, Zoharo ‘Zohar’.
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Ethiopian Semitic, Hebrew
Loanwords in
In the two major modern Ethiopian Semitic
languages, Amharic and Tigrinya, as spoken by
the one hundred and twenty thousand Ethiopian Jews living in Israel since the 1980s, there
are many Hebrew loanwords. These mainly
concern the realities of Israeli life, various local
institutions, and administrative and military
vocabulary. However, they cannot be considered signiﬁcant loans from a linguistic point
of view because they are felt by speakers to be
foreign and their use constitutes no more than
a stage on the speaker’s way to acquisition of
Hebrew. One case, however, is interesting and
seems to have been fully accepted in speech and
writing, namely the Hebrew noun and adjective
 יהודיyehudi ‘Jew, Jewish’. The term for Jew in
Ethiopian Semitic is somewhat problematic: it
has no regular singular. The only known form
is ±ayhud, which is formed as a broken plural
on the pattern ±aq†ul and is a collective and
plural meaning ‘Jews’. The singular is derived
from it by adding the adjectival sufﬁx -awi,
hence ±ayhudawi ‘a Jew, Jewish’. In the speech
and writing of the Ethiopian Jews in Israel these
native forms have been replaced by the Hebrew
word  יהודיyehudi, which has been integrated
in the Ethiopian morphology as both noun and
adjective. Thus Israeli Amharic singular yëhudi
‘a Jew, Jewish’, plural yëhudo∑∑ or yëhudiwo∑∑
‘Jews’; in Israeli Tigrinya singular yëhudi, plural yëhudawiyan.
In ancient Ethiopic (Gë≠ëz) the situation is
quite different. Here we ﬁnd several dozen
words indicating human relations, clothes and
ornaments, plants, and terms for marking time
and the like whose source is Northwest Semitic
and which have their parallels in Hebrew
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